
                                            Valencian Pilota 
 
Valencian pilota is a traditional handball sport played in the Valencian Community. Its origins              
are not known, but seem to be related to the French Jeu de Paume. 
The ball is struck with a bare, or almost bare, hands. Players wrap their hands, and many wear 
a traditional leather glove which has a metal plate to protect the fingers. But some players, 
especially those who play in the back line and need more control, wrap only their fingertips.  

● The general rule involves two teams made       
from two up to five players each.  

● The second characteristic is that it is not        
played against a wall. Instead, similar to modern        
tennis, two individuals or teams are placed face to         
face separated either by a line on the ground or a           
net.  

● The players of this sport are either called        
pilotaris or pilotaires.  

● Valencian Pilota can either be played      
outdoors, in the streets, or indoors, or in special         

walled courtyards called 'trinquets'.  
 

● A distinctive trait of Valencian pilota is that the spectators are often seated or standing               
very close to the court which means that they may be hit by the              
ball and thus become a part of the game.  

● Every version of the game uses its own kind of ball. Each ball             
is different in weight, size, the way it bounces and other           
aspects. They are all handmade by specialized crafters.  

 
Let´s see one of the most prestigious variants of the game played in the              
valencian community: 
 

                     Escala i Corda  
 
This is the most popular game which is one of two variants that is played professionally.  

● The court, which could be anywhere between 45        
and 60m in length, is divided into two by a net at a height              
of 1.8m and the 42g ball, which is made of wood and            
covered with leather, is hit over the net by the palm of the             
hand between the two teams, one normally dressed in blue          
and the other in red,     
the latter being   
considered the better   
team. 

● The object of the game is not only to hit the ball            
over the net - the 'corda' - with the hand but also            
to make it as unplayable as possible in order to          
prevent the opposition team from returning it.  



● Games are divided into four 'quinzes'(fifteens) - 15, 30, with the winner of each game               
winning five points. The first team to reach 60 points is the winner. 


